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The original sin



The original sinS

Subcontracting to industry 

Focusing on publications to assess research 

Being obsessed by numbers: quantity vs quality 

Basing evaluation on prestige 

Letting the industry take full control



+ Institutional inventory😀



Citation distribution for the Royal 
Society’s Proceedings B journal
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What are scientists looking for ?

Communication and diffusion 

Recognition and rewards 

JIF 

Citations



Publish or perish
1.Some recruiters request h-index values for candidates. 

2.Several universities base promotion decisions on threshold 
h-index values and on the number of articles in 'high-impact' 
journals. Some of them allocate « performance resources » 
based on individual « impact scores » and/or « bonuses » 
for publications in journals with an IF >15 

3.Researchers' CVs have become opportunities to universalise 
these scores, particularly in the biomedical domain. 

4.Everywhere, supervisors ask PhD students to publish in high-
impact journals (in order to acquire external funding) before 
being ready.



Perverse effects of the publish or perish pressure

Any evaluation procedure based on quantitative rather than 
qualitative measurements creates a trend to 

1. overproduce : 

–Too many articles 

–Tendency to slice up 

–Tendency to duplicate (waste money and experimental animals) 

–Fraud (plagiarism, falsification) 

2.decrease the readership per paper 

Retraction rate is increasing dramatically 

Stress, burn out, carrier break up



What should be done
Researchers themselves should decide when a work is ready to be 
published 

If publishing is existing journals: obey Green Open Access 
principles 

Authors should publish manuscripts outside of the current 
publisher-controled procedure by uploading work to pre-print 
servers prior to conventional peer review and generate comments 
from the scientific community. Pre-print publishing is already the 
norm in physics, mathematics, and economics (ArXiv) 

Funders and other stakeholders should endorse the adoption of 
pre-prints



What should be done

Favour engagement in public debates 

Favour involvement citizen science 

Favour transparency of data 

Encourage a 'clever' use of social media



Thank you!
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